ABSTRACT This paper explores the diachronic transition of the adjective sorry from lexical towards grammatical status which resulted in its entrenchment as a formulaic pragmatic marker. As attested by Helsinki Corpus data, the gradual emergence of a number of context-bound complementation patterns (each one linked to distinct semantic nuances of the term) was matched by an increasing detachment of sorry from the domain of sadness, within which the adjective had been central since the earliest times. After the developments had been completed in Early Modern English, the increasingly frequent use of sorry in everyday discourse made for the entrenchment of the novel pragmaticalized instances, which have only gained salience in the language ever since. The processes presented in this paper provide insights into the factors involved in diachronic change and contribute to the ongoing discussion of pragmatic markers.
Introduction
Back in Old English, the terms sorry (< OE sárig < *sairaz-) and sorrow (< OE sorg < *swergh-) did not formally resemble each other, whereas sorry and sore (< OE sár < *sairaz-), of a common etymological source, did. Nonetheless, the three terms display continued semantic overlap over the centuries. According to the OED2, the three terms share the expression of sadness -sorry and sorrow from the earliest times to our day, sore only until Early Modern English (last attested in 1604). Bodily pain, expressed by sore from Old English to our day, is found in sorrow from Middle to English Modern scrutiny. At the time of searching the Helsinki Corpus, four hundred characters (some seventy-five terms) were chosen to surround each instance, which was considered long enough to provide significant textual context. Once all the occurrences had been collected, those not pertaining to any of the kernel terms and their derivatives were eliminated (countless sorcerers and saracens had to be dropped at this stage). The remaining examples, some one thousand altogether, were then organized in three large groupings, each corresponding to one of the three terms under inspection: sorry, sorrow and sore. This process was repeated for Old, Middle and Early Middle English, and further rounded up with the subsequent subdivision in kernel versus derivational items, word classes and chronological subperiods. In spite of such painstaking methodology, a limited number of instances failed to be recorded, and markedly marginal spellings, such as soor (for sore) in example (1), were only included out of coincidence, since they neither appear in historical dictionaries as likely attested spellings, nor comply with the standard sar-/sor-base.
( The data selection is nonetheless thought to be highly representative, a proposition supported by the high degree of concurrence between the descriptions based on the Helsinki Corpus and those presented by the OED2, which constitutes the second data source. Aimed at proceeding from onomasiology to semasiology, the electronic version of the OED2 was used to compile not only the information included in the paper edition, but also all the citations in which the kernel and derivative terms, in their different spellings, appear in the whole dictionary, regardless of the entry under which they are listed. Integrating lexicographic work within a framework in which syntax and semantics merge as two sides of the same reality requires transcending the narrow sentential limits within which the field has traditionally ranged, since the meaning of a term cannot be fully comprehended without knowing the context in which the term happens and has happened over the history of the language: as Biber et al. (1998: 25) point out, "lexicographic work requires the use of very large corpora, because word senses and collocational patterns are often much less common than grammatical patterns". In this respect, the Helsinki Corpus offers a textual material of outstanding lineament which favors the integration of lexical semantic and discursive elements in lexicographic work. In turn, and in lieu of a context, the OED2 provides a definition, which encompasses all and every one of the readings of a given term. For this reason, both tools are understood to be complementary. This is more so when considering that not only the treatment of textual materials differs from one to another, but the materials themselves do so as well and coincidences occur in a surprisingly low proportion. Therefore, taking into account the congenial dissimilarity and yet matching nature of both tools, a joint usage seems appropriate for an insight into diachronic variation and change in English.
Diachronic evolution of sorry in Middle English
This section presents an inspection of semantic and syntactic trends in sorry based on textual fragments from the Helsinki Corpus. Although the evolution of the term can be traced back to Old English, it has been preferred not to describe examples prior to 1150, since the relevant events only take place around and after 1300, and a too detailed picture of previous stages should not significantly add to a better understanding of subsequent ones. Although overt reference is often made in the text to the four periods subsumed within Middle English, a semantic arrangement has been preferred to a chronological one, for the evolving meaning of the term is thought to be better represented in this way. For the sake of clarity, only a few representative examples have been included, and the contexts have been shortened to the minimum amount of text required for understanding. The quotations have not been translated, for translations impose a sieve on meaning which is regarded particularly undesirable for the purposes of an unbiased description of terminological profiles. Regarding chronological notation, observe that the Helsinki Corpus does not arrange materials according to exact dates, but rather to periods within which individual works belong. Such an arrangement has been preserved throughout this paper. The foregoing conventions, though non-canonical at times, are intended to serve the purpose of illustrating the text in a straightforward way, while at the same time preserving the actual materials intact for further inspection. The adjective sorry is not as widely represented in the Middle English component of the Helsinki Corpus as the terms sorrow and sore are. The number of different spellings with which the term is attested is considerably smaller as well, although a marked tendency, also observed in sore, towards the progressive replacement of {a} by {o} spellings is noticeable. As such, whereas in the first subperiod {a} spellings constitute 90% of the examples, the trend is reversed from the mid-thirteenth century onwards, when {o} spellings generalize and constitute 100% of the occurrences with hardly any exceptions. As a general process in the language, the vocalic closure and length reduction ( o), and the subsequent replacement of {a} by {o} spellings, cannot be thought to have been triggered by the semantics of the terms, even if it served the purposes of enhancing the resemblance of sorry to sorrow. As Wardale (1937: 49) points out, the isolative change as a result of which ld English was rounded to a long, open / / sound took place in southerly East Midland area during the Middle English period, gradually spreading westwards and northwards, while all long vowels in unaccented syllables (including all those in the second element of compounds and words unaccented in the sentence) lost their length in Middle English as a result of a combinative change which had a precedent in Old English. The vocalic change in sorry can therefore be said to have taken place independently from the semantics of the term. The reduplication of {r}, however, does not seem to be the result of general processes in the language (unless that of signaling the new vocalic quantity), but rather, of an analogical change after the model provided by sorrow -a more prototypical term within the emotional sphere of the domain of suffering, hence an attractor. As a result of this attraction, further reinforced by means of formal rearrangements particularly suited for the purposes of the sorry/sorrow alliance, the initial connection between both terms came to be definitely settled. As mentioned earlier on, this powerful connection has survived to the present day, even if shortly after the formal reorganization had been completed the adjective sorry culminated a process of semantic and pragmatic individuation with regard to sorrow.
As for the meaning of sorry in Middle English times, the number of senses is also considerably limited when compared to the other terms -mostly in the early subperiods, when the meaning of sorry is virtually restricted to the sense sad. The adjective sorry is often found in context of sorrowful, suggesting a mutual reinforcement of both terms, understood as near synonyms (examples 2 and 3). This pattern is only found in Early Middle English, and even within this period, the frequency of the binomial greatly decreases over time: six instances were found in the first subperiod (ME1), only two in the second one (ME2) and none afterwards. Nevertheless, most of the tokens from ME1 and ME2 just display the adjectival expression of sadness at large, uncolored by the notion of regret and not ingrained within any particular textual pattern (examples 6 and 7). The term is mostly applied to sad people or to events perceived as the cause of sadness. The reading sad is also the most pervasive one in the subperiod spanning from 1350 to 1420 (example 8), although according to data, the frequency of the term is very low in this interval. However, it is significant, inasmuch as it marks the transition to the last subperiod (ME4), in which the meaning of the term sorry branches out and gets distanced from the realm of sadness. Examples such as (9) and (10) already display an unsteady glide towards readings of the term not interpretable as sad. Notice how the meaning of the first one (example 9) might be glossed as unfortunate, whereas the second one (example 10) is somehow closer to the meaning vexed than to the notion of sadness. Let us now turn briefly towards derivative terms. Both the adverb sorrily and the noun sorriness have been found in the Helsinki Corpus, although only in very Early Middle English, and therefore with {a} rather than {o} spellings. Few instances of the adverb have been attested, all of them in association with terms of negative connotations such as slavery, repentance, sickness or misery (as in example 16). Quite on the contrary, a large number of examples are attested for the noun sorriness, and in these, the most pervasive readings do not largely differ from those of the adjective sorry examined above. Fairly often, the sense sad becomes reinforced by its association with the term sorrow (example 17) or by the contrast with the antonymous term bliss (example 18). Nonetheless, the most frequent reading is that of repentance for sins (example 19). Recall how this sense was already salient in the adjective sorry from the earliest times, although not as much as the more general sad or afflicted. In the case of the noun, however, this reading outnumbers any others. An explanation for this might be found in the strength of the noun sorrow, which leaves little room for near synonymous terms within the onomasiological orbit. The reading repentance, however, is only marginally covered by sorrow, while at the same time closer to the apologetic nature to be developed by sorry over the centuries. For this reason, this reading becomes more frequent in the case of the noun sorriness than the overall expression of sadness, which was prevalent in the case of the adjective. All in all, sorry has been seen to undergo significant changes during Middle English. As such, in Early Middle English the meaning of the term was mostly restricted to the expression of sadness, very often in religious contexts and in relation to repentance from sin. In Late Middle English, these readings become supplemented with a range of nuances increasingly distant from the domain of sadness proper, such as worried, offended or inadequate. As discussed below, the process of weakening in sorry and its increasingly frequent use in everyday discourse as a pragmatic marker notably distanced from the domain of affliction would culminate in Early Modern English. As for complementation patterns during Middle English, sorry was often modified by full, and to a lesser extent by right, while the term swiþe 'very' was found only once in context of sorry. As for derivatives, both the adverb sorrily and the noun sorriness appear in the Helsinki Corpus, the latter to a larger extent. Quite differently to the situation found in the adjective, the noun mainly conveys the meaning repentance rather than sadness. As discussed above, the reason for this most probably lies in the overwhelming preponderance of the noun sorrow in the expression of emotional suffering, which forced the alignment of other terms in the onomasiological domain with other readings. As such, the reading repentance, which was only secondary in the case of the early adjective, is of the utmost significance in the case of the noun. This is far from surprising, considering the apologetic nature diachronically acquired by sorry, and in this respect, recall how later Middle English readings of the adjective also pointed towards notions other than sadness per se, such as offence or inadequacy. In like manner, the contemporary readings of both the adjective sorry and the noun sorriness largely concentrate on the formulaic expression of regret or the expression of inadequacy. This trend, only anticipated in the case of the Middle English adjective, was already solid in the case of the noun.
Diachronic evolution of sorry in Early Modern English
The Early Modern English period, which gaps the transition from medieval to contemporary English, witnesses further developments in the adjective sorry. Three subperiods may be identified within this period: EModE1 (1500-1570), EModE2 (1570-1640) and EModE3 (1640 EModE3 ( -1710 ). An electronic search conducted within the Helsinki Corpus rendered a total of 23 relevant tokens, less than half the number of different entries attested in Middle English. Another diverging trend may also be acknowledged at a glance, since none of the isolated items (sore, sorely, sores, sorest, sorie, sorow, sorow/, sorowe, sorowed, sorowfull, sorowfully, sorows, sorrily, sorrow, sorrowe, sorrowes, sorrowful, sorrowfull, sorrowing, sorrows, sorry, sory Although fairly rapid in time, very short steps were taken at a time. An early one is the novel introduction of a complement with the preposition for followed by a noun phrase to express softer emotional suffering inspired by others (examples 22 and 23). A parallel trend is represented by the introduction of verbs in the infinitive after the adjective sorry. In these constructions, the meaning of the term may still glossed as sad, but certainly in a much milder way, which serves as a bridge between the domain of sadness and that of mere disappointment (examples 24 and 25). This incipient reading becomes prevalent in all the examples to be examined from now onwards, thus evidencing the shift undergone by sorry, as a result of which the adjective has been increasingly distanced from the domain of sadness to the point in which moderate, apologetic nuances have become most prototypical in our days. A number of other notions get interwoven in the meaning of sorry in Early Modern English. Out of these, sympathy for sickness or death outstand, and relate the traditional reading sorrowful to newer discursive roles, such as the introduction of verbs in the infinitive in a formulaic way (examples 26 and 27). Another remarkable nuance is provided by those instances in which the adjective occurs in association with the notion of regret. Note how in these instances (examples 28 and 29) the meaning conveyed by the term sorry is likely to be rather intense and close to the notion of sadness at its best, whereas it is milder when followed by a noun phrase introduced with for (examples 30 and 31), and much more formulaic, thus to a larger extent devoid of lexical meaning, when followed a verb in the infinitive (examples 32 and 33). In addition to the various complementation patterns matched with distinct semantic twists considered so far, there remains a brief comment regarding genre in order to understand the term sorry in Early Modern English. In this respect, whereas the term sorrow often occurs in religious contexts, sorry is mostly found in letters and in relation to the notions of disappointment or regret when used in a formulaic sense. At this point, it is worth mentioning that sorrowful is attested only once in a formulaic way (example 43), with a function much connected to the one fulfilled by sorry in the preceding contexts. The quotation now recalled also belongs to the correspondence genre, which is exceedingly rare in the case of terms within the lexical field of sorrow. On the contrary, it has been pointed out how sorry is very often found in letters, and therefore it is probably not a coincidence that the one instance in which a term derived from sorrow displays a meaning much closer to the realm of sorry than to sorrow, it does so in a letter. A related issue is that of grammatical person, for it will have been noticed how overwhelmingly the first person singular is attached to sorry, whereas this seems not to be the case in other terms. Summing up, the term sorry has been found in a variety of contexts in Early Modern English, ranging from those in which the lexeme (often in association with the notions of sympathy for sickness or death and regret) conveys a rather acute facet of emotional suffering which may be glossed as sad, to those in which the intensity of the feeling seems to be gradually diminished up to the point in which the meaning of the term falls close to a formulaic apology or the mere expression of disappointment or inadequacy.
The foregoing trend of lowering on the scale of intensity has been found to match a number of complementation patterns that largely determine the meaning of the term (often preceded by very or emphasizers such as heartedly or really) in various contexts.
Discussion
Sorry, one of the oldest terms for suffering in English, is not typically associated with sadness any more, but rather with the formulaic expression of sympathy and apology. Tucker (2007: 405) depicts the contemporary nature of the term (refer to http://www.onelook.com/?loc=lemma&w=sorry for a full lexicographic description of the term): "the item sorry is a member of a class of adjectives that is susceptible of both tempering (intensification) and complementation … and from a perspective of appraisal theory … its use is typically associated with 'affect'. It has two main senses: (a) the 'apology' sense … and (b) the expression of sorrow, regret, compassion, etc. where no responsibility is assumed by the speaker. The two senses above are rarely found within the adjective in its function as modifier in a nominal group. When it is used with this function, the nominal head is rarely human and the sense of sorry may be glossed as 'unfortunate', 'wretched'". This profile radically departs with regard to the medieval one, and the most significant breach is to be found in the pragmaticalization process undergone by sorry, as a result of which everyday expressions such as "sorry, wrong number" display the term as a pragmatic marker, used automatically in many situations. (Davies, 2011b) , containing some 500,000 items that appear at least four times in the 410 million words COCA corpus, sorry occurs in 16792 texts -with a 35798 frequency. Presumably, most of those tokens should display the term in pragmatic uses, and indeed the assumption is confirmed by a search within the British National Corpus (Davies 2011a) -see Appendix. As Aijmer (1996: 109) states, sorry is "typically a device for solving communication problems" which seems to be undergoing a change in which lexical strength is being lost while the term shifts towards a pragmatic function as a marker. Wichmann's (2004 Wichmann's ( , quoted in 2006 findings confirm the trend: very few tokens of sorry as a straightforward apology are attested nowadays, while most of the instances are used to indicate communication difficulty. Wichmann (2006: 7) also observes the cline in discourse prosody, as her analysis of the phonetic and prosodic realizations of sorry (some 400,000 words of transcribed speech) reveals that heartfelt apologies display a clear articulation of the term, always accented and carrying pitch movement (a fall or fall-rise), whereas those tokens that indicated a disruption of the flow of conversation included sorry? (with a rising tone) as a request for repetition, and sorry as an utterance-initial or -final marker, attached to an utterance indicating either lack of understanding or the fact that the interlocutor was making mistaken assumptions about the speaker's involvement. The developments that have marked this transition from lexical towards pragmatic status can be traced back to the medieval period, when sorry started an individuation process that would distance it from other terms typically expressive of sadness, such as sorrow. As discussed above, back in Old English sorry was semantically, not formally nor etymologically, aligned with sorrow, with which it shared the reading sadness and with regard to whom it was a forerunner in the expression of one of the most distinctive readings of the noun, namely, the outward expression of sadness. At that time, however, sorry already counted among its meanings one that would later on detach it from sorrow, namely, the expression of sympathy or condolence. Shortly afterwards, in the thirteenth century, another nuance that would later on determine the distinctive development of sorry is adopted: the expression of inadequacy. The gradual process of individuation would continue after Early Middle English times with the adoption of a reading that fostered the potentially apologetic nature of the term, namely, the notion of lament and regret -both in the sense of deploring events for which no responsibility is assumed, and of repenting of one's own faults. In Early Modern English times, the second route whereby sorry is distanced from the domain of sadness -the expression of inadequacy -is augmented with the readings worthless and wretched. From this moment onwards, the term sorry would drop many of its uses related to sadness per se, which enhanced the identification of sorry with the more formulaic uses. The connection with sorrow, however, was never lost, since the readings sympathy and repentance, even if not sadness proper, are afflicted feelings themselves, in the first case for mishaps distressing others (con-dolence is nothing but suffering in another) or for faults distressing oneself.
In the Word frequency data from the Corpus of Contemporary American English
The ambivalent nature of sorry is thus attested by the coexistence of pragmaticalized uses, which gradually strengthen the formulaic character of the term, with a marked semantic alignment with sorrow, still intuitively linked to sorry today. As Geeraerts (1997: 134) points out, "the etymology of a lexical item can be overruled by its semantic resemblance to other conceptual categories", and the historically transcended etymology of sorry provides evidence to back up the statement. As discussed above, the evolution of sorry encompasses a tendency towards the overall negativization of the term on the one hand (with the emergence of readings such as disappointment, offence or inadequacy, increasingly salient since Early Modern English), and a tendency towards the weakening of readings related to sadness on the other. As such, emotional suffering becomes restricted to bare disappointment, while the notion of lamenting or regret becomes largely dimmed as the term becomes a formulaic marker of empathy or apology. The transition from lexical to pragmatic status is gradually accomplished through the development of a number of context-bound complementation patterns, since the decreasing centrality of sorry for the expression of sadness is matched with the presence of the adjective in various constructions. As such, sorry conveys (i) an intense facet of emotional engagement when occurring as the complement of copulative structures; (ii) mild emotional discomfort inspired by others when introducing a nominal group with the preposition for; and (iii) a much more formulaic (hence significantly lessened) facet of affliction when introducing verbs in the infinitive and that clauses -a construction that marks the glide from affliction towards disappointment.
These grammaticalized instances in which sorry functions as an apologetic marker (largely devoid of lexical content but high in pragmatic, subjectivized content) have become increasingly salient since Early Modern English, and they embody with rare transparency the syntax and semantics continuum. As observed in the examples, the complementation patterns reveal the presence of distinct semantic profiles in sorry, which constitutes valuable evidence of the deep imbrications of grammar and meaning as two sides of the same reality. Ingraining semantics within a framework in which meaning is not divorced from syntax allows transcending a long tradition that has ignored the lexicon as a haphazard, arbitrary and unsystematic ensemble of elements not pertaining to the grammar of a language. As Geeraerts (1986: 73) stresses, "changes in grammatical meaning (such as the change from adverb to preposition) involve syntax just as much (if not more than) lexicology. Because they involve the expression of particular syntactic functions, they constitute one of the main areas (together with the study of word order change) of diachronic syntax. Changes in pragmatic meaning, on the other hand, involve grammatical changes (an imperative such as please becomes an interjection) in combination with regular changes in conceptual meaning (for instance, the French interjection pardon 'excuse me' acquires its discursive meaning by an elliptical condensation of the meaning of the full sentence je vous demande pardon 'I beg you pardon')". The striking similarity between the development undergone by pardon in French, also present in German (Ich bitte um) Verzeihung/Entschuldigung, stands out as yet another token of regularity in semantic change, and of the role of semasiological profiles in the activation of grammaticalization processes. When we recall the folk perception of sorry as the adjective of sorrow (even after the pragmaticalization of the former) we cannot but recognize a deeply motivated inference, for the increasing specialization of sorry as a pragmatic marker was preceded by a formal and semantic shift in sorry towards sorrow which has never been lost. Originally linked to both sorrow and sore to equal extents, sorry did not abandon the domain of suffering as sore did, most probably influenced by the pressure of the loanword pain, introduced at the turn of the thirteenth century (cf. Molina 2003) . Once entrenched within the domain, however, sorry was influenced by the stronger position of sorrow, which demoted sorry to the expression of weaker aspects of the notion, ultimately forcing it beyond the boundaries of sadness per se. Prototype effects thus reveal the lexicon as the stock where to find the answer to the way in speakers create meaning, make it evolve and reflect these shifts in the grammar.
The contemporary perception of sorry as an automatic conversational smoother, fairly detached from any significant degree of pathos, is not but the culmination of a very long process only completed in very recent times. As Jakobsson (2004: 201) points out, "according to data from the Corpus of English Dialogues and London Lund Corpus, pardon seems to have been the general apology expression of the period 1560-1760, whereas the Present-Day English general purpose expression is sorry. The reason for this change of expression may be due to the intrinsic request-meaning of pardon, making it more fitting in a negative politeness culture". According to Aijmer (1996: 84) , "the frequency of I'm sorry (and its variant sorry) indicates that the phrase has developed into a general purpose or unmarked routine", and that the centrality of I'm sorry as an apology in English is demonstrated by the fact that parents explicitly teach their children to apologize by means of prompts like say sorry. Čubajevaitė & Ruzaitė (2007: 71) confirm so: "the most frequent apology is sorry, which occurs 1057.60 times per million. The other three apologies are considerably less frequent. Excuse me occurs 74.13 times; pardon occurs 43.1 times; apologise is even less frequent and occurs in 36.03 instances. Such a drastically higher frequency of sorry … can be explained by its usage peculiarities. It is the most neutral form of apologizing and thus it can be used in a much wider variety of situations". At the same time, studies within the domain of apology suggest there is an inherent vagueness in apologies that invites language change if expressive acts are misused on grounds of social convention. As Partridge (1992: 700) points out, "where apologies are emotively colored, there is difficulty in ascertaining with any precision what the color is: true emotion (sorrow) or expediency (regret), indicative perhaps of the speaker's attitude towards the hearer's welfare or his her own". Apologetic acts, he continues, "may often -as may all expressive actsbe perverted for expediency, and may be used for the sake of social conformity or peace and quiet, in pursuance of a conventional social rather than interpersonal function". As such, the semasiological profile of sorry can therefore be assumed to be intrinsically blurred. The internal structure of the category, however, is not the only factor to take into account when trying to understand the function of the term today: as depicted by the various overlaps presented in the paper, changing onomasiological scenarios are significant too.
Over the last two decades, pragmatic markers, now firmly rooted within grammaticalization studies, have become a distinct field of linguistic enquiry (Aijmer 2002; Aijmer and Simon-Vandenbergen 2006; Athanasiadou, Canakis and Cornilie 2006; Blakemore 2002; Brinton 1996; Dostie 2004; Fischer 2000 Fischer , 2006 Jucker and Ziv 1998; Lauwers, Vanderbauwhede and Verleyen 2010; Lenk 1998; Martín-Zorraquino and Montolío 1998; Mosegaard Hansen 1998; Portolés 2001; Schiffrin 1987; Traugott 1998 Traugott , 2002 Traugott , 2008 . Not many studies, however, have paid attention to the interplay of semasiological and onomasiological constraints, which probably accounts for the somewhat peripheral presence of sorry within pragmaticalization studies so far. According to Čubajevaitė & Ruzaitė (2007: 69) , a concomitant factor is that although "the influence of context on the use of apologies is of high importance, apologies have not been studied extensively in situational contexts". The historical developments contextually attested for sorry throughout this paper, however, place the term at the centre of grammaticalization studies, and stress the grammar and semantics continuum. To conclude, let us recall the five questions posed by Brinton (1990: 49) for the diachronic study of discourse markers: "First, can discourse markers, which, synchronically, are a feature of oral discourse, be found in the written texts of earlier periods? Second, will the same diversity of forms and discourse functions occur, and can one detect a continuity of development? Third, do discourse functions derive from the semantic and syntactic properties of the particular forms, or does the opposite direction of derivation hold? Fourth, is such derivation explicable by principles of semantic change? And finally, what accounts for the transience of discourse markers?" The developments described in sorry seem to provide an answer to each of these questions. Further research is nonetheless needed so as to integrate insights from various fields, notably pragmatics and psychology, into the study of pragmaticalization and grammaticalization processes.
